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I. INTRODUCTION

We have recently shown in a fev canonical spin glasses that in

the temperature range of 1.5 to 77 K and in fields H up to 18 K Oe the

transverse magnetoresistance (TMR) Ap/p is negative varying faster than

H at a fixed temperature T as

•&• » -b'(T.c) Hn

P
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ABSTRACT

Magnetization has t een measured between 2 and 77 K and mostly up

t o f i e l d s of 20 K Oe in Ag Mn (1 ,1 and 5-1* at %) and Au Mn (1 .8 and U.6 at *)

spin glass samples where t h e t r a n s v e r s e m&gnetoresistance was measured

e a r l i e r , I t i s found for the f i r s t time over a wide range of temperature and

magnetic f i e l d t h a t t he negative magnetoresiatance va r i e s aa t h e square of

the hulk magnetization r e s u l t i n g In an universa l curve in the spin g lass

regime. A theore t ica l Jus t i f i ca t ion i s provided in terms of exci t ing theo r i e s .
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where 1 < n < 2 and h ' (T ,c ) i s a coefficient vhieh depends on the temperature

T and the t r a n s i t i o n element Impurity concentration c of the a l loy. At

low f ie lds there i s a maximum charac te r i s t i c f ie ld H for each al loy up t o

which the TMR i s quadratic in H (n i 2) at a l l temperatures. b(T,e) for

n = 2 i s f a i r l y independent of temperature below T and does not show any

anomaly at 1Q where T i s the spin freezing temperature. For temperatures

well above T , n - 2 even up to the highest f ie ld of measurement. On the

other hand, at higher f ie lds and T < T , the TMR ia almost l inea r in H for

many a l loys . Thus we find that there Is no unique magnetic f ie ld dependence

of the TMR which i s val id over a vide range of temperature and f ie ld .

Some of the above qua l i t a t ive features of the data agreed well with the
k)

theory of magnetoresiBtance in spin glasses, proposed by Mookerjee on the
basis of the Edwards-Anderson type of model where the local spins interact

through the conduction electrons via the s-d exchange coupling. However,

a quantitative comparison could only be made in the low field limit and

temperatures around T . The experimental temperature dependence of b(T,c)

for our Cu Mn (0.7 at %) alloy has been reproduced In a recent theory by

Das et a l . This theory, in the framework of the Edwards and Anderson model,

has used the method of the double time Green's function and the Kubo-Greenwood

formula.

Monod had found a quadratic dependence of the negative TMR on the
magnetization in very dilute Cu Mn and Cu Fe alloys. TbiB was interpreted

7)In termB of the theory of Beal-Monod and Weiner and i s .applicable to dilute
alloy systems where the spin correlations of the magnetic Impurities are

neglected. Long before the Idea of spin glasses came Into existence Schmitt and

Jacobs and Muto et a l . have shown a similar dependence of magneto-

resistance in Cu Mn and Cu Fe alloys. However the field and the temperature

ranges were rather limited.
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Senoussi has recently shown for Au Fe (1.6, 2.9 and 7 at %)

alloys that the magnetic susceptibility x calculated from the relation

-s

III. RESULTS

(2)

using the experimental value of Ap/p at T << T and a field of 10 K Oe,

agrees reasonably well with the values obtained from the bulk magnetization

measurements. So it has been concluded that the TMR varies as the square of

the magnetization M (= xH>. Moreover, it is found that the constant of

proportionality e is independent of the concentration of the 3d impurity in

Au Fe.

In order to test the validity of Eg.(2) over a wide range of temperature

and magnetic field {instead of .a. particular T and H) we have measured the bulk

magnetization in a few Ag Mn and Au Mn spin glasses. These samples are exactly

the same pieces used earlier for magnetoresistance measurements. The

specific temperatures and fields were so chosen as to eliminate the external

field between the present M(H,T) and the earlier Ap/p (H,T) measurements.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Tvo Ag Mn Cl.l and 5.^ at %) and tvo Au Mn (1.8 and U.6 at %) alloys

were studied in the present investigation. The alloys were induction-melted,

homogenized, cold-rolled and annealed under appropriate conditions. The

details have been described elsewhere 3)

The magnetization was measured at each required temperature (2-7T K)

in equilibrium as a function of field (up to 60 k Oe) using a Faraday balance

superconducting magnet system (Oxford Instruments, UK). The sample temperature

was controlled by a capacitance-bridge and a copper-constantan thermocouple

and measured by calibrated Allen-Bradley resistor (2-30 K) and carbon-glass

thermometer (30-80 K). During the measurements the temperature remained

constant to within 0.1 K up to 30 K and 0.2 K above. The relative accuracy of

the measured moment was typically 0.02/! while the reproducibility was about

+ 2%. The magnetic moment of the copper sample holder was carefully measured

in an empty run in the whole range of temperature and field and properly

subtracted from the measured moment of the alloys.

Flg.l shows a typical plot (here for a Au Mn (It,6 at 5S)7of magnetization

H vs external field H, up to 20 K Oe at a few fixed temperatures where the

TME was earlier measured. A close look at the curves shows that M varies

almost linearly, with H at low fields and slower than H at higher fields.

The magnetization at U.2 K did not saturate even at 60 K Oe (not shown in Fig.l)

and we find a susceptibility of ~ 2.5 ^ 10 • emu/gm/gauss which is s t i l l more

than 10% of i t s maximum value at low fields (say 2 K Oe). The low field

linearity continues up to the same field H up to which the TME had shown a

quadratic field dependence at a l l temperature. Remanent magnetization was

observed when the external field was reduced to zero more or less the same way

as the magnetoresistance had shown remanence effect for T < TQ. At 35 K for

which T/T > 2, there is s t i l l a lot of curvature in the M(H) curve. This

shows that the indication for a co-operative type of phase transition at TQ

is present at temperatures far above T . For temperatures (77 and 112 K} well

above T , M is linear in H for a l l H. This is typical for an ideal

paramagnet. In this temperature range the TMR was quadratic with field even

at higher fields.

Thus one is tempted to eliminate the external magnetic field H

between the two different sets of data at constant temperatures, vis . M vs H

and Ap/p vs H. A log-log plot of the negative TMR against M is shown in

Fig.S(a) for a Ag Mn ( l . l at %} alloy at a few temperatures between 2 and

17.5 K. Here T = 5.5 K. We find that over a wide range of temperature around

T (0.3 < T/T < 3) or the quantity H/T (0.25 < H/T < q) the data l i e more

or less on a single straight line with a slope a 2. The average derivation

of the points from a straight line is rather small even though the elimination

of the external field introduces some error. Thus we arrive at the most

general relationship

Ap(H,T)
p(O,T)

-a M2(H,T) (3)

where a is the constant of proportionality. Fig.2(b) shows a similar log-log

plot of the negative Ap/p vs M for a Au Mn (l.8 at %) spin glass. Here also

the range In H/T is rather wide (0.2 * H/T < 8).

The plot for a more concentrated Ag Mn (5.1* at %) alloy is shown in

Tig.2(c). Here one observes that the agreement with Eq.(3) Is not too good

at higher temperatures. If we calculate the value of a of Eq.(3) for our
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Ag Mn and Au Mn. alloys ve find that it strongly depends on the concentration

of the 3d impurity in the alloy in contrast to a constant value (i; 8 x 1O~

(emu/gm) ) found in the case of Au Pe alloys as mentioned earlier. The

values of a are given in Table I.

Table I

Values of o of Eq.(3) for Ag Mn and Au Mn spin glasses

Alloy a (emu/em)
-2

Ag Mn ( l . l a t %)

Ag Mn (5. i* a t %)

Au Mn ( 1 . 8 a t %)

Au Mn (h.6 at %)

12.5 * 10-2

0.6 x io'-2

16.0 * 10'
-2

2.0 x 10-2

IV. DISCUSSION

Let us now look for a theoretical Justification for Eq.(3). In the

spin glass state the magnetization M = v S / is not an order parameter.
11)

The relevant order parameter, as introduced by Edwards and Anderson , is

given by

and shows a time-dependent correlation of individual spins at a particular
s i t e . I t could easily be shown from the theory of Mookerjee that the
Mgnetoresistance of a spin glass, neglecting higher order terms in J/V,
is given by

tanh
guRH.,

- q(0))
J (5)
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where V and J are the Coulomb and the a-d exchange potentials., respectively,

g = 2 for conduction electrons, V~ Is the Bohr magneton and the order

parameters M(H) and Q{H) in the presence of a field are given tiy Eq.(6) of

Ref.U. From the definition of QIH) In Eq. (1+) i t is clear that i t goes aa the

square of the magnetization and so one could write

(6)

where Y is a constant of proportionality.

Substituting Eq..(6) in Eq.(5) we get

Si - ~ !M(H)
v t

+ 2 Y (7)
V

We had evaluated both of these terms vithin the square brackets in Eq.{7)
In the lov field approximation for the calculation of J and found that the
term linear in M is only a few percent of the quadratic term. Thus,
neglecting the linear term we find that the magnetoresiatance • varies roughly
as the square of the magnetization. However, the linear term i s responsible
for larger deviations froas a straight line for points with low M aa could
be seen from any of the figures (Figs.2(a)-2(c)) plotting ip/p vs M.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Earlier experiments on Cu Mn and Au Te had indicated a

possible quadratic dependence of the magnetoresistance on the magnetization

at a few particular temperatures and fields. We have established experimentally

for the first time over a wide range of temperature and field that the negative

transverse magnetoi-eslstance goes as the square of the magnetization resulting

in an universal curve in the spin glass regime. Under a few simplified

assumptions such a relationship could be Justified in terms of the existing

theories of magnetoresistanee In spin glasses.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l Magnetization M is plotted as a function of external field H

at various temperatures for a Au Mn (h.6 a.t %) spin glass

<TQ - 16 K).

Fig.2 (a)-(c) - Log-log plot of negative transverse ma^netoreoistance

flp/p against magnetization M at different temperatures for spin

glass alloys.
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